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VTable hijacking has lately been promoted to the de facto technique for exploiting C++
applications, and in particular web browsers. VTables can be manipulated without cor-
rupting memory, simply by leveraging use-after-free vulnerabilities. In recent Pwn2Own
competitions all major web browsers, as well as Adobe Flash player were compromised
with exploits based on use-after-free vulnerabilities and most had VTable hijacking at
some intermediate step of the attack.
In this thesis, we propose VTPin: a system to protect against VTable hijacking, via
use-after-free vulnerabilities, in large C++ binaries that cannot be re-compiled or re-
written. The main idea behind VTPin is to pin all the freed VTable pointers on a safe
VTable under VTPin’s control. Specifically, for every occurring object deallocation,
free, VTPin quickly identifies if it is associated with a virtual object; in case it is
not, VTPin outsources the deallocation to the program’s allocator. Otherwise, VTPin
deallocates all space allocated, but preserves and updates the VTable pointer with the
address of the safe VTable. Hence, any dereferenced dangling pointer can only invoke
a method provided by VTPin’s safe object. Subsequently, all virtual-method calls due
to dangling pointers are not simply neutralized, but they can be logged, tracked, and
patched.
Compared to other solutions that defend against VTable hijacking, VTPin exhibits certain
characteristics that make it suitable for practical and instant deployment in production
software. First, VTPin protects binaries, directly and transparently, without requiring
source compilation or binary rewriting. Second, VTPin is not an allocator replacement,
and thus it does not interfere with the allocation strategies and policies of the protected
program; it intervenes in the deallocation process only when a virtual object is to be
freed for preserving the VTable pointer. Third, VTPin is fast; Mozilla Firefox, protected
with VTPin, experiences an average overhead of 1% to 4.1% when running popular
browser benchmarks.

Keywords: vtpin, vtable, c++, use-after-free, vulnerabilities, legacy software, binary
protection
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VTable kapning har nyligen blivit befordrad till de facto-teknik för utnyttjar C ++ pro-
gram, särskilt webbläsare. VTables kan vara manipuleras utan korrumperande minne, helt
enkelt genom att utnyttja användning-after-free sårbarheter. Under de senaste Pwn2Own
tävlingar alla större webbläsare brott med bedrifter baserade på användning-efter-free
sårbarheter och VTable kapning.
I detta dokument föreslår vi VTPin: ett system för att skydda mot VTable kapning, via
användning-efter-fria sårbarheter, i stora C ++ binärer som kan inte kompileras eller
omskrivet. Huvudtanken bakom VTPin är att stift alla frigjorda VTable pekare på en säker
VTable under VTPin’s kontroll. Specifikt, för varje förekommande objekt avallokering,
VTPin avallokerar allt utrymme tilldelas, men bevarar och uppdaterar VTable pekaren
med adressen till den säkra VTable. Därför kan någon dereferenced dinglande pekaren
bara anropa en metod som tillhandahålls av VTPin’s säker objekt. Därefter kallar alla
virtuella metoden på grund av dinglande pekare är inte bara neutraliseras, men de kan
vara inloggad spåras och lappat.
Jämfört med andra lösningar som försvarar mot VTable kapning, VTPin uppvisar vissa
egenskaper som gör den lämplig för praktisk och omedelbar användning i produktion
programvara. Först, VTPin skyddar binärer, direkt och öppet, utan att det krävs källa
sammanställning eller binär omskrivning. För det andra, VTPin inte är en allokerare
ersättning, och därför är det inte stör den allokeringsstrategier och politik skyddade
programmet; det ingriper i avallokeringen processen endast när ett virtuellt föremål
som skall frigöras för bevara VTable pekaren. För det tredje, är VTPin snabbt; Mozilla
Firefox, skyddas med VTPin, upplever en genomsnittlig overhead en 1% till 4,1 % när
man kör populära riktmärken webbläsaren.

Nyckelord: vtpin, vtable, c++, använd-efter-fri, sårbarheter , äldre program, binär
skydd
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1 Introduction
The recent advances in software hardening have undoubtedly made exploitation a chal-
lenging craft [45]. Yet, despite the plethora of defenses in place [38], attackers still find
ways to compromise essential commodity software, like web browsers [5, 6]. Modern
exploits are highly sophisticated and typically leverage a variety of different vulnerabilities
to bypass established protections, such as address space layout randomization (ASLR) [43],
non-executable memory [12], and sandboxing [20]. To this end, temporal safety errors, and
particularly use-after-free vulnerabilities, are becoming a key component of the attackers’
arsenal [1, 2, 7, 8]. Interestingly, exploiting use-after-free bugs does not require corrupting
memory; instead, an attacker merely needs to utilize dangling pointers, still accessible by a
process, for hijacking the control flow.

Temporal safety violations are extremely effective when (ab)used for compromising
large C++ programs. Virtual objects contain (at least) one pointer towards a Virtual Table
(VTable), which further contains (function) pointers to the implementation of the methods
associated with the respective object(s). An attacker can hijack the VTable by forcing the
vulnerable program to carefully allocate memory with attacker-controlled data; assuming
there are still dangling pointers that (now) point to the hijacked VTable, the control flow of
the program can be redirected according to the needs of the attacker. Notice that VTable
hijacking, through use-after-free, can be combined with other attack vectors for delivering
the end-to-end exploit. In fact, in recent Pwn2Own security contests, all major web
browsers were compromised using exploits that contain a step where VTable hijacking was
the key attack vector [5, 6].

In this thesis, we propose VTPin for protecting software against VTable hijacking in
the least intrusive way. VTPin works directly with program binaries, does not rely on
complex binary analysis or rewriting (often hindering practical deployment [52]), does not
interfere with the strategies and policies imposed by the allocator of the protected program,
and exhibits low overhead (from 1% to 4.1% in the worst case). VTPin pins all freed
VTable pointers on a safe VTable by instrumenting every free call of a running program.
For every occurring free, VTPin quickly identifies if it is associated with a virtual object.
In case it is, VTPin handles the deallocation accordingly, otherwise the deallocation is
forwarded to the program’s allocator. VTPin deallocates all space allocated by the virtual
instance, but preserves all VTable pointers it may contain. Additionally, the value of the
contained VTable pointer(s) is replaced with the address of a special VTable that VTPin
controls. Any dangling pointer, if triggered, can only invoke a method provided by the
corresponding safe object. Subsequently, all virtual-method calls due to dangling pointers
are not simply prevented, but can also be logged, tracked, and patched.

VTPin follows two strategies for pinning freed virtual objects. If the memory allocator
provides reallocation of memory with particular placement, such as the standard GNU
allocator, then VTPin pins just the VTable pointer(s) and frees the rest of the object.
Otherwise, for slab allocators that do not support reallocation with placement, or for
objects with multiple VTable pointers, VTPin pins all the VTable pointers and maintains
all data associated with the freed virtual object. Notice that VTPin handles only the
deallocation of objects; all other memory operations, including the allocation of virtual
objects, are outsourced to the default allocator of the protected program. VTPin pins only
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virtual objects, and in most cases only a single pointer (i.e.,8 bytes) survives. Hence, the
induced memory overhead, as we demonstrate with extensive measurements that stress
the memory footprint of Mozilla Firefox and Chromium, is really low. In addition, VTPin
employs a conservative garbage collector for periodically removing all pinned objects and
reclaiming back their occupied memory.
Scope. VTPin protects VTable pointers in C++ binaries from being hijacked through use-
after-free vulnerabilities. Although VTPin focuses only on a very specific class of attacks,
we stress that VTable hijacking via use-after-free is a popular and effective exploitation
vector—as also shown by recent security contests [1, 2, 7, 8]. Moreover, by limiting its
scope to a specific but important class of attacks, VTPin is able to not only complicate
such attacks, but solve the problem entirely and in the most practical way possible (i.e.,by
just pre-loading a given binary with minimal impact on its execution). In Section 2, we
show that more general binary-level solutions do exist, but they also yield high overhead,
intrusive deployment, or sufficient leeway for attacks, all factors which ultimately hinder
their practical adoption in real-world scenarios.
Contributions. This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. We design, implement, and evaluate VTPin: a system to protect VTable pointers
from exploitation through use-after-free vulnerabilities. VTPin does not require
access to the source code of the protected program, is not based on binary analysis or
rewriting, is highly portable, and does not interfere with the semantics and policies
used by standard allocators.

2. We provide an extensive set of measurements of the memory footprint of virtual
objects in large C++ programs, such as Mozilla Firefox while running memory-
intensive benchmarks.

3. We evaluate VTPin with all C++ programs of SPEC CPU2006, Chromium, and
Mozilla Firefox. Mozilla Firefox over VTPin experiences an average runtime over-
head of 1%–4.1% when executing popular browser benchmarks.

Problem statement.
Attacks based on Use after Free vulnerabilities and VTable hijacking are becoming

prevalent. Attackers utilize them to hijack users’ machines and execute malicious code on
them. Existing binary oriented solutions do not cover all deployment use cases. For example
when source code is not available and the binary cannot be re-written for attestation reasons.
The attacks have severe implications including: stolen credentials for online accounts,
banking information, stolen security credentials and financial frauds.
Hypothesis.

By applying certain restrictions to the memory structures freed during runtime in
executables, the exploitation cost for attackers can be greatly increased and thrawt this
class of attacks, without requiring source code or analysing and rewriting the binary.
Methodology.

In the following work we apply a methodology of "design, implementation, and
experimental evaluation". The prototype for our implementation targets Linux operating
systems and 64bit binaries containing RTTI information. The evaluation was performed
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with well-known benchmarks like the SPEC 2006 suite and several Javascript and HTML5
benchmarks running on Firefox and Chrome.
Ethics and sustainability.

From an ethical point of view, this work contributes to the security of c++ executable
software and of its users. From an economic standpoint, deployment of VTPin requires
minimal cost and development time to secure c++ software. As the only negative conse-
quence we can consider the fact that it introduces a slight performance overhead to the
computers running the software. Thus it minimally increases the power consumption of
computers. But we stress that compared to other solutions this overhead is very low and
worth the security trade-off.
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Protection Source Binary Modified Unmodified
Allocator Allocator

BinCFI [59]
CCFIR [58]
PathArmor [54]
TypeArmor [55]
VTable protection
VTV [53]
SafeDispatch [33]
vfGuard [13]
VTint [19]
T-VIP [26]
Use-after-free protection
Undangle [16]
FreeSentry [57]
DANGNULL [34]
Conservative GC [15]
Memory analyzers
Purify [29]
Valgrind [40]
Secure allocators
Cling [11]
DieHard [14, 41]
CETS [39]
VTPin

Table 1: Existing mitigation mechanisms. Compared to competing solutions, VTPin does
not require access to the source code of the protected program, and does not interfere
with the strategies and policies of the allocator used. Hence, it fills a void in the existing
solutions for specific use cases.

2 Background

2.1 VTables in c++
Virtual Tables (VTables) are a memory structure used by c++, and defined in the Itanium
ABI [4], to determine the class of an object during runtime. For every class that contains
virtual functions, a vtable is generated by the compiler. Consequently, during runtime, the
vtables are loaded to read-only memory. Objects are allocated in heap or stack, both in
write-able memory. Each object then preserves either one pointer to its vtable (in cases
of single inheritance) or multiple pointers each pointing to the corresponding vtable of
the classes which the object inherits from (in cases of multiple inheritance). The compiler
determines statically where the vtables will be and hardcodes the offsets in the generated
bytecode. Consequently, when the runtime wishes to call a virtual function it will first
follow the corresponding vtable pointer to the vtable address, and then execute the function
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Object

VTable pointer

Data

VTable for obj class

Type info ptr

Virtual function ptr

Virtual function ptr

Virtual function ptr

Type info struct

type info vtable ptr

type info name ptr

type info metadataVTable pointer

Data

Figure 1: The abstract structure of Objects, VTables and Type information structures in
memory. Pointers highlighted with yellow point to read-only regions in memory.

by adding the appropriate hardcoded offset. Figure 1 shows an approximation of the object,
vtable and type info structure in memory.

2.2 Type information in c++
Type info or Run-time Type Information (RTTI) is another c++ mechanism defined in the
Intel Itanium ABI [4] specification. It is a memory structure containing information about
the data type of an object and is used for runtime resolution of that information. Most
frequently it is used in cases of dynamic casting of objects. The most recent versions of
GCC and LLVM both include RTTI metadata by default in the resulting binaries. The
resulting binary has a minimal size increase but this is a restricting factor only in applica-
tions running in disk space restricted environments. The type info struct is referenced by a
pointer located one word before the virtual table of the corresponding class. This struct
contains metadata information about the class like its name, a hash code unique to the class
as well as other data like the number of classes from which it inherits in cases of multiple
inheritance.

2.3 Use-after-free vulnerabilities
Use-after-free vulnerabilities are core assets in modern software exploitation. As they do
not manifest by writing past memory bounds or overwriting the process’ data structures
(i.e.,memory corruption), existing countermeasures for protecting critical data, such as
return addresses stored at the process stack, fail to protect against use-after-free abuses.
Essentially, the exploitation of use-after-free vulnerabilities is based on performing a
series of steps that can hardly be characterized as bogus. The key concept of use-after-
free exploitation is that an adversary can leverage pointers that (still) point to deallocated
memory. Once a chunk of memory is freed the system can reuse the released memory region
as needed. If the attacker can place her data in the freed area, and cause the dereference
of a pointer that still points to this space, then she can manipulate the dereferenced data,
and, consequently the data flow of the program. Although, any (dangling) pointer can be
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abused in this way, in the context of C++ programs, use-after-free vulnerabilities are often
used to hijack VTable pointers. These pointers are abundant and they are used to trigger
indirect branches at runtime; therefore they are extremely useful for diverting the control
flow of a running process in arbitrary ways.

Figure 2 illustrates the mechanics of a VTable hijacking attack. The program contains
three virtual class definitions: Parent (base class, lines 1–4), Boy (inherits from Parent,
lines 6–9), and Girl (inherits from Parent, lines 11–14). In line 17, two pointers of type
Parent are declared, namely p1 and p2. Depending on the value of input, which we
assume to be influenced by user input, pointer p1 can be either instantiated as Boy or Girl
(line 19). Assuming that input is indeed true, p1 will be instantiated as Boy. This means
that when the virtual method talk is invoked (line 20) the particular implementation, as
provided by the Boy class, will be executed. The compiler should emit the relevant code for
performing this resolution (i.e., calling the correct virtual method, at runtime, depending
on the object type); most compilers, implement this feature by using VTables.

Understanding how VTables work is crucial for understanding use-after-free exploita-
tion. In Figure 3(a), we illustrate the memory layout of the object that p1 points at. The
first 8 bytes are occupied by vfPtr, a pointer that contains the address of the VTable
provided by Boy, followed by class data (i.e., the internal variables of Boy). Notice that
the VTable itself (of Boy class) is stored in read-only memory and it further contains
pointers for resolving the implementations of the virtual methods provided by both Boy
and Parent. Embedding a pointer that targets a VTable at the beginning of a virtual object
is critical to resolve the method to be called at runtime. Unfortunately, the vfPtr pointer
(Figure 3(a)) cannot be stored in read-only memory, since object instances are allocated on
the stack, heap, or the global data section(s)—therefore all VTable pointers (but not the
actual VTables) reside in writable memory.

Going back to Figure 2, in line 21, p2 == p1. Essentially, at this point the memory
layout is the one presented in Figure 3(a): both pointers p1 and p2 point to the vfPtr,
which points to the VTable provided by Boy. It line 22, p1 is deleted. Technically, the
destructor of Parent and Boy is called (in this exact order), and the space occupied by
the Boy instance is marked as free. This space can be reused for future allocations, and,
depending on the heap allocator of the system, the contents of the area can be zeroed or
left as is. Finally, p2 still points to the location that p1 was pointing at: i.e.,at the vfPtr
provided by Boy. At this point, the memory layout is as depicted in Figure 3(b) and p2 is a
dangling pointer. If p2 is accessed, like for example in line 26 of Figure 2, where talk is
called, the program behavior is undefined. There are basically three possible scenarios:
(a) the program crashes, assuming the freed memory is zeroed; (b) the talk method of
Boy is called, assuming the freed memory has not been touched by the heap allocator; or
(c) arbitrary code gets executed, assuming the freed memory has been deliberately reused.

2.4 Attack scenario
Scenario (c) is the one of interest for exploitation purposes. As illustrated in Figure 3(c),
an adversary may spray [51] memory with the contents of a malicious vfPtr that points to
attacker-controlled data. Spraying in this case refers to constantly allocating memory with
the same malicious data to occupy the intended regions that were freed before. Such data
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can be VTable-looking: i.e., arranged so that if dereferenced, a forged, malicious method
will be invoked. Notice, that the attacker does not inject code, since we assume non-
executable data [12], but rather injects memory addresses to existing code. For example,
she can place the address of mprotect at the tampered VTable, which, once called, changes
the permissions of the attacker-controlled memory and makes it executable. The attacker
can then easily inject code to the now executable memory. At this point (Figure 3(c)), if
p2 is used (Figure 2, line 26), the attacker can hijack the control flow of the vulnerable
process and execute her malicious code.

2.5 Existing Mitigations
Given their practical relevance, it comes as no surprise that the research community has
proposed many defenses to tackle VTable hijacking and related attacks. We group all these
efforts in the following four categories and summarize our analysis in Table 1.
Control-flow Integrity. Ensuring that a program executes only control flows that are part
of its original Control-flow Graph (CFG) is a core concept known as Control-flow Integrity
(CFI) [10]. CFI can protect software against arbitrary control-flow hijacking attacks,
despite the existence of vulnerabilities of any type (including use-after-free). However,
CFI, though being a strong defense, can be hardly realized without approximating the
ideal CFG [54, 55, 58, 59]. This approximation has security consequences: practically
any coarse-grained CFI scheme can be defeated [18, 21, 27, 28, 48] and even fine-grained
schemes are prone to attacks [17, 23, 36, 47].
VTable protection. Proposals for protecting VTable pointers can be either applied to
source code [33, 53] or directly at the binary level [13, 19, 26]. In contrast to generic
indirect branches targeted by CFI solutions, VTable pointers should be contained in
a well defined C++ class hierarchy, which is likely to be unknown if source code is
not available [47]. Generic binary-only solutions that significantly raise the bar against
advanced code-reuse attacks do exist [55], however their effectiveness in the presence
of complex class hierarchies is questionable [36]. A recent study argues that protecting
VTables can be only done if all C++ semantics of the class hierarchy are preserved [47].
Although there are research efforts towards that direction, reconstructing the C++ hierarchy
from a binary remains an open problem, and therefore accurate VTable protection can be
only realized if the source code of a program is available. In this work, we assume that the
source code of the program is not available and that binary analysis is challenging [52].
Use-after-free protection. Several proposals aim solely at preventing use-after-free vul-
nerabilities by carefully updating all pointers of a program so that they do not point to
memory areas that can be reused [16, 34, 57]. Such approaches are very effective against
use-after-free exploitation and typically experience moderate overhead. However, they
all require analysis and restructuring of the program source code, thus failing to protect
binaries. Alternatively, conservative garbage collectors [15] could be used to mitigate
use-after-free vulnerabilities at the binary level [11], but they typically mandate custom
allocators and their full-coverage application incurs nontrivial performance and memory
impact (i.e.,due to the frequent garbage collection cycles required [30], as well as because
of accuracy problems [31]).
Memory analyzers. Another approach is based on tracking all memory operations of a
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program for detecting safety errors [29, 40]. Such tools can accurately detect memory-
related bugs, but they incur overheads that prevent them from protecting deployed software.
Nevertheless, they are suitable for debugging software that is under development.
Secure allocators. Secure allocators [11, 14, 39, 41] provide drop-in replacements for
the standard memory allocator, with allocation strategies that take into account security
vulnerabilities. Custom allocators can thwart use-after-free attacks, but, unfortunately, it is
common for industrial software to already employ and heavily rely on a custom allocator
for better memory management. For instance, Google Chrome employs tcmalloc [35],
while Mozilla Firefox uses jemalloc [24]. A secure allocator can protect Mozilla Firefox
or Google Chrome only if their embedded allocator(s) are disabled (often infeasible in
practice).

The type-safe memory reuse strategy of Cling [11] is the closest, in terms of scope,
to VTPin. Yet, unlike VTPin, Cling yields important limitations in practice. First and
foremost, Cling cannot co-exist with custom allocators [11](§3.6), while VTPin integrates
nicely with them. In addition, Cling attempts to infer allocation wrappers for identifying
the type of a given object. However, accurate type identification is challenging at the
binary level, especially on C++ binaries with complex design patterns (e.g.,the factory
pattern) [25], which yield not a single, but many levels of allocation wrappers. This results
in type over-approximation and ultimately may allow sufficient leeway for attacks.
Summary. Using any of the mitigations in Table 1 for protecting against VTable hijacking
attacks has one of the following limitations: (a) source code is needed and therefore
the solution does not apply to binaries [16, 33, 34, 39, 53, 57]; (b) the solution applies to
binaries [13, 19, 26, 54, 55, 58, 59], but has been shown generally ineffective [17, 23, 27, 36,
47]; (c) the solution applies to binaries but the memory allocator must be replaced [11, 14,
15, 41]; (d) the solution applies to binaries without replacing the memory allocator, but the
overhead is high [29, 40].

2.6 Threat Model
VTPin protects VTable pointers in C++ binaries that are exploited using use-after-free
vulnerabilities. Hence, VTPin is not a generic solution for hardening software. Code
pointers (such as function pointers and return addresses) that are not associated with C++
virtual-method dispatching, and that can be influenced at runtime, are not protected by
VTPin. VTable pointers that are overwritten through memory corruption vulnerabilities are
also unprotected. VTable pointers are only protected when hijacked through a use-after-free
bug. Although it seems that VTPin has a narrow scope, we stress that hijacking VTables
via use-after-free vulnerabilities is an emerging exploitation vector. Specifically, in recent
Pwn2Own contests all major web browsers were compromised using exploits that were
at least partially based on use-after-free bugs and had VTable hijacking at some step of
the exploitation [1, 2, 7, 8]. Therefore, we consider that VTPin protects against a critical
exploitation apparatus in the least intrusive way.
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c l a s s P a r e n t {
p u b l i c :

v i r t u a l vo id t a l k ( ) ;
} ;

c l a s s Boy : p u b l i c P a r e n t {
p u b l i c :

vo id t a l k ( ) ;
} ;

c l a s s G i r l : p u b l i c P a r e n t {
p u b l i c :

vo id t a l k ( ) ;
} ;

i n t main ( i n t a rgc , c h a r ∗ a rgv [ ] ) {
P a r e n t ∗p1 , ∗p2 ;
. . .
i n p u t == t r u e ? p1 = new Boy ( ) : p1 = new G i r l ( ) ;
p1−> t a l k ( ) ;
p2 = p1 ;
d e l e t e p1 ; /∗ D e s t r u c t o r s o f Boy / P a r e n t c a l l e d . ∗ /
/∗ p2 i s now d a n g l i n g . ∗ /
. . .
/∗ use−a f t e r −f r e e t r i g g e r . ∗ /
p2−> t a l k ( ) ;
r e t u r n 1 ;

}

Figure 2: Example program to demonstrate how use-after-free vulnerabilities can be
(ab)used for VTable hijacking. In line 17 two pointers of type Parent are declared, namely
p1 and p2. We assume that input is true, and p1 is instantiated as Boy. At line 21,
p2 points to p1, and at line 22 p1 is deleted. All space occupied by the Boy instance is
released, but p2 still points to the location that p1 was pointing at. If p2 is accessed (line
26) the program behavior is undefined.

3 System Overview
In this section we present a background of how use-after-free exploits work, as well as
the architecture and core idea of VTPin. Additionally, we thoroughly discuss how some
key concepts of the system are approached, such as the algorithm for resolving virtual
objects at run-time. We advise the familiar reader to skip Section 2.5 and proceed directly
to Section 3.

VTPin aims at protecting binary-only software against VTable hijacking, through use-
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after-free vulnerabilities, by instrumenting programs in the least intrusive way and with
low overhead. Our least intrusive requirement entails the following:

• No access to source code or debugging symbols.

• No binary analysis, disassembling, or patching.

• No changes to memory allocation strategies (e.g.,via drop-in allocator replacements).

The core idea behind VTPin is simple, but the mechanics for realizing such a system
can be complicated (as we discuss in Section 4). Fortunately, our techniques can be
implemented in a highly portable way, promoting VTPin to a generic solution for mitigating
VTable hijacking through use-after-free vulnerabilities.

VTPin is based on the observation that the majority of use-after-free (ab)uses are capi-
talized by hijacking VTable pointers through strategic re-allocation of memory. Attackers
re-allocate the freed memory and now vulnerable code still referencing that memory will
not fail with a segmentation fault but instead execute the attackers injected function. There-
fore, instead of resolving and protecting dangling pointers, VTPin ensures that all VTable
pointers are always valid, and thus cannot be maliciously overwritten and (ab)used via
future re-allocations. Whenever a virtual object is freed, VTPin handles the deallocation
and ensures that the VTable pointer is survived in a new and safe form. Specifically, VTPin
releases the memory occupied by the virtual object, but preserves the space taken by all
VTable pointers, and overwrites them so that they point to a (read-only) VTable provided by
VTPin itself. Essentially, VTPin pins all freed VTable pointers on a safe VTable. Dangling
pointers clearly survive, but they are effectively neutralized, and, if triggered, they can be
accurately detected—this also makes VTPin a practical tool for identifying use-after-free
vulnerabilities. If a dangling pointer is triggered when VTPin is in place, the program
will not crash, but control will be transferred to a virtual method that the system controls.
Therefore, the dangling pointer access can be logged, traced, and eventually patched and
program execution can resume as expected. Denial of service attacks are also prevented
this way.

We illustrate how VTPin works in Figure 4, using (as a reference) the vulnerable
program presented in Figure 2. Initially, the two pointers, p1 and p2, point to the VTable
pointer of a Boy instance (Figure 2, line 17), and the memory layout is the one depicted
in Figure 4(a). Once p1 is freed (Figure 2, line 22), as illustrated in Figure 4(b), VTPin
takes control. The system frees all space occupied by the Boy instance, but preserves
the vfPtr pointer. Next, it replaces the value of vfPtr with the address of a safe object
controlled by VTPin itself. An adversary may further spray memory with bogus pointers,
but vfPtr cannot be hijacked, as illustrated in Figure 4(c). If a method is invoked through
the dangling pointer p2 (Figure 2, line 26), a safe method of the special VTPin virtual
object will be executed, and the call will be contained and logged.

The protection offered by VTPin is not provided without a cost. Preserving all VTable
pointers introduces memory overhead. If the protected program uses the system allocator,
then for each deallocated virtual object only the VTable pointer (vfPtr; 8 bytes) survives.
Otherwise, if a custom, slab-like allocator is used (e.g., jemalloc, tcmalloc), virtual
objects are preserved in whole. This is because slab allocators do not provide a
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tt realloc() api used to shrink the objects size to 8 bytes. Slab allocators always allocate
memory in new regions previously unoccupied. In both cases, pinned VTable pointers and
virtual objects are garbage-collected afterwards by VTPin to keep the memory overhead
to a minimum. As we demonstrate later in Section 5, where we precisely estimate the
memory overhead of VTPin, virtual objects account for a small fraction of all memory
objects, and even complicated benchmark suites that heavily stress the capabilities of web
browsers leak only few MBs of data. Moreover, many applications are based on short-lived
process models. For example, popular web servers fork a new process, occasionally, for
carrying out some work (e.g.,serving a new client), and shortly afterwards the process
terminates. In such cases, VTPin can offer protection with practically no memory overhead.
On the other hand, for long-lived processes, VTPin employs a second garbage collection
(GC) step, where memory is periodically scanned for potential dangling pointers. VTPin
releases any preserved object that has no reference to it, and retains all other pointers that
are (possibly) still referenced from other memory locations. Notice, that VTPin can be
extremely conservative at this stage, since the majority of the preserved pointers will not
be referenced (i.e., we assume that protected programs do not intentionally contain a vast
amount of dangling pointers). This additional GC step is a costly operation. However,
we stress that, since it is only used to reclaim dead VTable pointers (unlike traditional
conservative garbage collectors [15]), it can be carried out infrequently with very low
memory and performance impact on the running program. We further elaborate on this
aspect in Section 5.5, where we evaluate the time needed to scan the memory of a process
and free any remaining non-referenced VTable pointers.

3.1 Virtual Objects
VTPin protects software without requiring access to code (source or binary), or modifying
the memory allocator used. To this end, it instruments all free calls issued by a program,
and intervenes only when a free operation is called on a virtual object. Hence, VTPin has
to infer if a pointer is allocated to a virtual object or not. In the following, we discuss the
basic algorithm for resolving pointers to virtual objects, and in Section 4 we provide the
technical details for implementing the algorithm in the VTPin prototype.

Given a pointer, ptr, VTPin first checks if the ptr is valid (i.e.,non-null); if it is, then
VTPin extracts the first 8 bytes of the memory block pointed by ptr, and treats them as a
VTable pointer (vfPtr). Next, it examines all the read-only memory regions of the running
process to check if the address vfPtr points to, belongs to them. If the address is not found,
then it is certain that ptr is not associated with a virtual object, since VTables are stored in
read-only memory regions. Examining every read-only memory range is easy and fast, as
all shared objects are linearly mapped and ASLR, or fine-grained randomization [32,42,56],
has no impact. The read-only memory regions are loaded from /proc/self/maps which is a
Linux kernel api containing the memory mappings of each process. Every memory region
used by the process is listed there, as well as the region permissions (rwx) and if the region
was allocated with mmap() then the file mmap’ed is also given.

If vfPtr is not found in read-only memory, VTPin outsources the deallocation op-
eration to the underlying program allocator. Otherwise, ptr is considered potentially
associated with a virtual object. To ultimately infer whether ptr is indeed associated with
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a virtual object, VTPin uses the Run-time Type Information (RTTI) system provided by
C++ [4]. Specifically, it assumes the ptr is pointing to a virtual object, and traverses mem-
ory to discover its class type. If the class type is successfully found during this traversal,
then ptr is certainly associated with a virtual object. Notice, that there is high probability,
during the memory traversal, for VTPin to touch unmapped memory and cause a segmen-
tation fault. Such faults are handled by VTPin without impacting the running program.
Commonly, there are two methods for handling unmapped memory, either in user-space
(by converting segmentation faults to c++ exceptions via the -fnon-call-exceptions
compiler flag, or in kernel-space, via system calls that handle the segmentation fault inter-
nally and return a different result when the memory is unmapped. This is further discussed
in Section 4.

3.2 Multiple Inheritance
C++ supports multiple inheritance, and the ABI [4] suggests how VTables of virtual objects
that inherit from several classes should be laid out in memory. In particular, two different
layouts are possible. The first layout applies to cases where the class of the object instance
inherits from a single class. Notice that whether the base class also inherits from other
classes does not affect the layout. In this case, the object contains a single VTable pointer.
This pointer points to a “merged” VTable that has been created by merging the VTable
of the derived class with the VTable of the base class. Essentially the child class begins
by copying the parent class vtable and then for every virtual method in the child class
that overrides a parent class method it overrides the entry in the vtable. For every virtual
function in the child class that does not override a parent class method it also gets a new
entry in the vtable. For this layout, VTPin can easily pin the single VTable pointer and
release the rest of the virtual object. However, in cases of multiple inheritance, where a
class inherits from two, or more, classes directly, the layout is fairly different. The object
now contains as many virtual pointers as the number of classes from which it inherits. For
each class there is a VTable pointer, at a fixed offset from the start of the object, pointing to
the corresponding VTable of that class. The position of those vtable pointers is determined
during compile time. In this case, VTPin cannot just pin several VTable pointers and
release the rest of the object. The realloc() methods interface does not allow that sort
of functionality and also memory would fragment significantly if VTPin followed that
methodology. Being overly conservative, VTPin pins all VTable pointers but preserves
all memory occupied. In Section 4.5, we discuss how to distinguish virtual objects with
multiple from single inheritance, and in Section 5.2 we evaluate the frequency of multiple
inheritance objects in our benchmarks.
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VTable of Boy
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Memory layout of p1

 ptr to talk();

 ptr to ~Boy();

 ptr to ~Parent();

(a)
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(b)

malicious vfPtr
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pointer to attacker's codemalicious vfPtr
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malicious vfPtr

malicious vfPtr VTable of Boy
 ptr to talk();

 ptr to ~Boy();

 ptr to ~Parent();

(c)

Figure 3: VTable hijacking mechanics. For the example program of Figure 2 we illustrate,
in (a), the memory layout of the object that p1 points to. The first 8 bytes are occupied by
vfPtr, which points to the VTable provided by Boy, followed by the respective class data.
The VTable of Boy, stored in read-only memory, contains pointers to the implementation of
the methods Boy supports. In (b), we illustrate what happens if p1 is deleted, and in (c), how
the attacker can take advantage of the dangling pointer (p2). An adversary can spray [51]
memory with the contents of a phony vfPtr that points to attacker-controlled data. Such
data can resemble a valid VTable: i.e., arranged so that if dereferenced through a dangling
pointer (Figure 2, line 26), then a forged method will be executed (e.g., mprotect), instead
of the one intended by the original program.
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Figure 4: VTable hijacking prevention when VTPin is in place. Initially, in (a), the two
pointers, p1 and p2, point to a Boy instance (Figure 2, line 17). Once p1 is freed (Figure 2,
line 22), in (b), VTPin frees all space occupied by the Boy instance, but preserves the
vfPtr pointer. (If the memory allocator used does not allow re-allocating the object at the
same address, then VTPin will fully preserve the memory used by the object.) Additionally,
the system replaces the old vfPtr with the address of a safe virtual object controlled by
VTPin itself. An adversary may further spray memory with bogus pointers, as in (c), but
the VTable pointer cannot be hijacked. If a method is invoked through the dangling pointer
p2 (Figure 2, line 26), a safe method of the special VTPin virtual object will be executed,
and the call will be contained and logged.
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4 Implementation
The prototype implementation of VTPin is written in C/C++, consists of ∼2000 LOC,
and targets (C++) Linux binaries that make use of the standard allocator (ptmalloc2)
provided by the GNU C library (glibc) —VTPin itself is compiled with GCC (g++). As
stressed in Section 3, VTPin is highly portable. In this section, not only we provide the
implementation details of VTPin, but we also expand on various technical aspects that
need adjustment when VTPin is meant to offer protection to binaries on other platforms.

4.1 Portability Requirements
Implementing VTPin on any platform is possible as long as the following requirements are
met:

1. Hooking free. VTPin needs to intercept each free call for pinning VTable pointers.
In particular, VTPin must be able to hook free directly, if the system allocator is in
place, or place hooks in a custom allocator otherwise [3]. Hooking is easily achieved
on the glibc allocator but on others like jemalloc some more adaptation is necessary;
compiling it with the ac_add_options --enable-replace-malloc option.

2. Allocation with placement. VTPin preserves VTable pointers, while deallocating the
rest of a virtual object. To enforce this property, VTPin needs to manage memory in
a very precise way: i.e.,reserve 8 bytes at the exact address that the original virtual
object was allocated at. 1 The implemented prototype is based on the standard
glibc allocator, which offers in-place realloc functionalities at a specific memory
address. Once realloc is provided with a new smaller size, it simply keeps all
contents up to the new size and discards the rest [9]. Other allocators [24, 35]
implement realloc in a different way; the reallocated memory block is always
placed at an address that is different from the one that it was initially allocated at.
If no such realloc functionality is available, VTPin resorts to keeping the entire
virtual object in memory, overwriting all the contained VTable pointers, and garbage-
collecting the object at a later point in time. It should also be mentioned that, it is
trivial to modify any allocator to provide a realloc function with the semantics of
realloc as provided by GNU libc. Notice, that it is not required the allocator to
replace its own realloc, but rather provide a new (private) function, which can be
explicitly used only by VTPin.

3. RTTI support. As C++ offers support for Run-time Type Information, it is possible
to infer the type of a particular pointer at runtime. Compilers are free to implement
RTTI differently [46, 50], but they all export the same API (type_info and similar)
for handling RTTI requests [4]. VTPin is based on the RTTI implementation of
GCC and LLVM. We stress that all binaries evaluated in section 5 were, by default,

1The familiar reader might consider using C++ constructors with placement instead. For example, int*
i = new(addr) int(v);, assigns the value v to an integer placed at address addr. However, notice that
this expression does not allocate any memory; hence it is not suitable for the prototype we discuss in this
section.
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compiled with RTTI support, except Mozilla Firefox and Chromium, which we
recompiled accordingly.

4. Handling invalid memory accesses. VTPin uses the RTTI functionality provided
by the compiler for inferring, at runtime, if a pointer is associated with a virtual
object (Section 3.1). However, accessing the RTTI properties of a non-virtual
object, by traversing memory, may cause reading unmapped memory. Therefore,
VTPin needs to either handle and recover from a SIGSEGV signal or probe memory
without causing a segfault. Most platforms support handling SIGSEGV in user
space. For example, in Microsoft Windows programs can use Structured Exception
Handling [37], and in Linux programs compiled with GCC can transparently convert
signals to C++ exceptions (-fnon-call-exceptions). Probing memory without
causing a segfault is also possible on Linux (and other Unix-like OSes) via system
calls like mincore, which fail when the respective memory address (i.e.,the first
argument of mincore) is not mapped. VTPin implements both techniques.

4.2 Basic Components
VTPin is implemented as a shared library that can be preloaded using LD_PRELOAD on
Linux (DYLD_INSERT_LIBRARIES on OSX, etc.) for instrumenting all free calls of a
running binary. The system consists of three components: (a) a memory map that contains
all read-only memory regions; (b) a safe VTable where all virtual objects are pinned when
deallocated; and (c) a secondary thread that scans memory at configurable intervals and
reclaims pinned pointers that no longer have dangling references.

4.2.1 Memory Map

VTPin maintains a memory map with all allocated and read-only memory pages. As
compilers place VTables on read-only pages, VTable pointers should point to such pages.
This property is used for quickly checking if a freed pointer is associated with a vir-
tual object (Section 3.1). VTPin collects these pages during bootstrap by reading the
/proc/self/maps file of the running binary, and, successively, by hooking dlopen for
updating the map with shared objects that are mapped at runtime. All read-only memory
is spread in the virtual address space in non-overlapping regions, which can be sorted.
Checking if an address belongs to these regions can be done efficiently by maintaining
a splay tree [22]. Thus, even for large programs, such as Mozilla Firefox, which load
hundreds of shared objects, resolution can be achieved in logarithmic time. Note, that
if performance is really critical, binary search can be tuned to perform even better. For
example, many shared objects that are unlikely to contain VTables can be filtered out, and
only the critical ones, such as libxul.so, where most of the use-after-free vulnerabilities
have been recorded in the case of Mozilla Firefox, to be taken into account. All experiments
presented in Section 5 where VTPin is evaluated have been conducted without any such
optimizations.
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4.2.2 Safe VTable

VTPin, early at its initialization phase, allocates a special virtual object, which contains
the implementation of several virtual methods. Every time a virtual object is deallocated,
its VTable pointer is survived and its value is swapped to point to the VTable of the safe
object (Figure 4). Any dangling pointer related to the deallocated object, if triggered,
invokes a method implemented by the safe object, and thus exploitation can be easily
contained. Each method of the safe object can be arbitrarily implemented according to the
needs of the administrator (or developer). For the prototype discussed here, each method
logs the address of the instance that called the method. Program execution should not be
terminated, since the dangling pointer is no longer dangerous. Hence, use-after-free attacks
that aim at a denial of service, which otherwise could be still dangerous—for example
when (dangling) pointers are nullified after deallocation—are also alleviated.

4.2.3 Garbage collection

To support the second scenario, where the virtual objects are preserved in their entirety,
and minimize the memory overhead, another task is performed. VTPin pins the VTable
pointers of virtual objects once they are deallocated, and adds their addresses to a special
data structure, called VTPit. Next, it periodically scans the stack, heap, and global data sec-
tion(s) of the process, and checks for addresses contained in the VTPit. If such addresses
exist, then (possible) dangling pointers exist as well, and the object is marked accordingly
(in VTPit). After the scan completes, the VTPit data structure is fully examined again,
and every object that was not marked as possibly having a dangling pointer, is finally freed.
The remaining objects in VTPit are checked in a future heap scan. This process can be
parallelized, aggressively, by scanning different memory regions with different CPU cores.
The regions to be scanned are determined by parsing /proc/self/maps. By default, VT-
Pin opts for a simple nonparallel GC strategy, triggering a complete memory sweep every
time the overall size of memory occupied by pinned objects exceeds a particular threshold
(100 MB by default). However, as we discuss in Section 5.5, additional configurations are
possible.

4.3 Virtual Object Resolution
A high-level overview of how VTPin works is sketched in Figure 5. Given a pointer to be
freed, VTPin infers if the pointer is associated with a virtual object using the algorithm
outlined in Section 3.1. First, the memory map is checked to see if the (to-be-pinned)
VTable pointer points to a read-only region. Then, RTTI is used for verifying that the
pointer is indeed associated with a virtual object. VTPin incorporates two methods for
RTTI resolution.

The first method employs SIGSEGV signals. The pointer for the expected RTTI
(type_info) structure is resolved based on the Itanium ABI that both LLVM and GCC
implement [4]. Figure 6 shows the structure of the RTTI information in memory for a given
pointer (ptr). In case there is no RTTI information associated with the given pointer, this
operation fails by emitting a SIGSEGV signal for the calling thread. As VTPin is compiled
using GCC (g++), -fnon-call-exceptions is used in compilation for translating signals
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Figure 5: VTPin prototype. Given a pointer to be freed, VTPin infers whether the pointer
is associated with a virtual object or not (Section 3.1). First, the memory map is searched
for locating a possible VTable, and then RTTI resolution is used. Once VTPin identifies
that a pointer is associated with a virtual object, it pins the VTable pointer of that object to
a safe VTable. VTPin uses realloc for shrinking the object to 8 bytes and discarding the
rest of it. Finally, VTPin copies the VTable address of the safe object to the survived 8
bytes containing the VTable pointer. VTable hijacking through dangling pointers is not
possible anymore, since triggering such a pointer will eventually call a virtual method
implemented by the safe object.
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Figure 6: Memory layout expected during RTTI resolution. Each shaded block denotes a
memory location probed with the mincore syscall to check whether it is mapped, or not,
before accessing it. ptr is the pointer intercepted by our free hook.

to C++ exceptions. RTTI resolution is performed in a try/catch block, and, in case
unmapped memory is accessed, a custom exception handler is called for handling SIGSEGV.
Notice, that once the exception is raised, and once the handler is finished, an additional
free is performed for deallocating the object that handled the exception. This additional
free is carefully issued by VTPin to avoid infinite loops.

The second method tries to validate the type_info structure by probing the memory
locations, shown in Figure 6, one by one. If at any step the memory is unmapped, or if
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a VTable pointer points to writable memory (even though it should point to read-only
memory), it can be deduced that the RTTI structure is invalid and the original object is not
virtual. To probe the memory without causing a SIGSEGV, VTPin uses the mincore system
call, which fails (i.e.,ENOMEM in Linux) when the memory is unmapped. By default, VTPin
uses this second method to probe memory locations, since, on preliminary tests, SIGSEGV
handling exhibited worse performance (i.e.,extra 2–9%). Note that while mincore-based
probing is fairly efficient, we believe that platform-specific, user-mode-only probing
methods may further improve performance. For example, the recent Intel transactional
synchronization extensions (TSX) allow a user thread to efficiently infer unmapped memory
locations from transaction aborts without involving the kernel [44]. However, due to its
portability limitations (TSX is only available in recent Intel CPUs and often disabled due
to implementation bugs), we decided against incorporating such a method in our current
prototype.

4.4 VTable Pinning
Once VTPin identifies that a pointer to be freed is associated with a virtual object, it
proceeds and pins the respective VTable pointer(s) to a safe VTable (Figure 5). In cases
of single inheriting objects, VTPin uses realloc as provided by glibc for shrinking the
object to 8 bytes. This action preserves (at the original memory address) the first 8 bytes,
where the (still valid) VTable pointer is stored, and deallocates the rest of the object [9].
Finally, VTPin copies the VTable address of the safe object to the survived 8 bytes of the
object. This action essentially pins the old VTable pointer to a safe VTable controlled by
VTPin. VTable hijacking through dangling pointers is not possible anymore, as triggering
such a pointer will invoke a virtual method implemented by the safe object.

Notice that not all memory allocators follow the semantics of glibc when imple-
menting realloc. Many implementations [24, 35] return a fresh pointer located at a
different memory address, no matter if the new object occupies less or more space than
the originally-allocated one. VTPin favors transparency and does not require changes in
the semantics followed by the memory allocator. VTPin needs only a custom function for
reallocating an object at a particular memory address. This function can be any private
function (not realloc), which is meant to be used only by VTPin for offering protection
to the running process. Thus, all policies related to the memory allocation of the protected
program are preserved. If by no means such a function can be made available, then VTPin
resorts to preserving the entire virtual object instead of freeing it—and releasing it at a
later point in time, once no dangling pointers to it are found by the memory-scan thread
(Section 4.2.3). The entire virtual object is also preserved in cases of multiple inheritance.
Since the objects in those cases contain more than one virtual pointer, VTPin cannot
reallocate memory at their specific addresses (malloc does not provide that functionality).

4.5 Handling Multiple Inheritance
VTPin needs to determine whether to preserve only the VTable pointer or the entire object.
The entire object is preserved in cases of multiple inheritance, as several VTable pointers
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are contained in it. VTPin finds the size of the object with malloc_usable_size2, and
then traverses the memory occupied by the object to find VTable pointers that point to a
nearby (in memory) VTable compared to the first VTable pointer of the object. In case
VTPin finds more than one VTable pointer contained in the virtual object, then the class
is considered to make use of multiple inheritance and the complete object is preserved.
Notice that all contained VTable pointers are pinned and therefore neutralized.

2malloc_usable_size is a non-standard interface provided by all allocators tested with VT-
Pin(i.e.,ptmalloc2/glibc, tcmalloc, jemalloc) for introspection purposes. However, notice that free
does not require a size argument, and so every (custom) allocator has a way of knowing the exact size of the
memory block that is to be reclaimed.
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Benchmark Parameters
483.xalanc t5.xml xalanc.xsl
447.dealII 10
444.namd –input namd.input –iterations 4
450.soplex/1 -m1000 refs.mps
450.soplex/2 -se1 -e -m2000 pds-50.mps
453.povray SPEC-benchmark-ref.ini
462.libquantum 600 5
473.astar rivers.cfg

Table 2: Parameters used for invoking the C++ benchmarks of SPEC CPU2006.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we assess the security effectiveness of VTPin, and thoroughly evaluate its
associated memory and runtime overheads. We test our prototype with all C++ benchmarks
from the SPEC CPU2006 suite, Mozilla Firefox v47, and Chromium v50. All experiments
were carried out on a host running Ubuntu Linux v14.04 (64-bit), equipped with a 2GHz
quad-core Intel Core i5-3320M CPU and 8GB of RAM.

5.1 Effectiveness
We evaluated the effectiveness of VTPin by employing the same three (publicly available)
exploits used by the authors of VTrust [60]. All three exploits target Firefox and rely on
use-after-free vulnerabilities and VTable hijacking. The tests were performed on an Ubuntu
Linux v14.04 (64-bit) virtual machine, with the latest version of Metasploit framework
running on the host machine. Each corresponding Firefox version was compiled with
GCC and the ’ac_add_options --enable-cpp-rtti’ flag was added to the default
configuration. The original exploits target Windows XP/SP3, so we had to port them to
Linux. they match the following CVEs: CVE-2013-1690 (Firefox v17.0), CVE-2011-0065
(Firefox v3.5) and CVE-2013-0753 (Firefox v17.0.1). All exploits successfully triggered
the respective vulnerabilities, which we cross-checked by inspecting their stacktraces, and
they were all thwarted by VTPin.

5.2 Deallocation Calls
Table 3 summarizes the distribution of the instrumented free calls, as recorded by VTPin,
for all C++ benchmarks of the SPEC CPU2006 suite, as well as for Mozilla Firefox and
Chromium. For SPEC CPU2006 we run the respective benchmarks until completion, using
the parameters listed in Table 2. Each recorded free call may correspond to deallocating:
(a) a definitely non-virtual object; or (b) a possibly virtual object. The former means that
the pointer about to be freed does not point to a VTable—in practice it points to a writeable
memory block (recall that VTables are always kept in read-only pages). For the latter
scenario(s), we further resolve object types using RTTI. If the resolution is not successful,
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Figure 7: Memory overhead visualized, for the benchmarks we tested VTPin on. The
VObjects column depicts the amount of memory occupied if no virtual object is released
during the life-cycle of the process, the VTPin column depicts the memory overhead of
VTPin, and the VTable pointers column depicts the amount of memory required to maintain
a single VTable pointer for each deallocated virtual object (which is not always possible).

we surmise that the deallocation corresponds to a non-virtual object as well (as mentioned
in Section 3.1).

Given the above, Table 3 should be interpreted as follows (using xalanc as an exam-
ple). After running xalanc to completion, VTPin recorded a total of 126,929,346 free
invocations. 1,594 calls were not handled by VTPin, since the system had not bootstrapped
at that time; these calls are associated with loading long-lived dynamic shared objects
during startup. Furthermore, there were 81,211 free invocations with null as argument
(in that case VTPin returns immediately), and 126,780,565 calls regarding non-virtual
objects—126,780,487 calls with a vfPtr that does not point to a VTable (i.e.,scenario (a)
above), and 78 calls (with a seemingly valid vfPtr) for which RTTI resolution failed. All
in all, VTPinresolved 65,898 virtual objects, while 27,481 (41.7%) of them were virtual
objects belonging to a class with multiple inheritance. Notice, that for xalanc it is trivial to
perform a consistency check. By summing the unhandled (1,594) calls, the null (81,211)
cases, the non-virtual objects (126,780,565), the virtual objects (65,898), as well as the
simil-virtual objects (78), we get the number of total calls (126,929,346).
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Several observations can be made based on Table 3. First, the deallocation of virtual
objects is only a small percentage (in most cases less than 1%) of the total deallocations
performed by a running process. The highest percentage is recorded when Firefox is
running the SunSpider benchmark, where the deallocations of virtual objects account for
∼14% of all deallocations. Second, most deallocations that are not related with a virtual
object are cleared fast, without relying on RTTI resolution; VTPin quickly infers that
the pointer to be freed is not associated with any VTable (column invalid vfPtr). Lastly,
whenever VTPin decides to take the slow path, i.e.,to perform a resolution based on RTTI,
the decision is correct in most of the cases; only a small fraction of all RTTI resolutions
fail (column RTTI failed). For long-lived processes this memory leakage may increase,
but, as we have already discussed, the leakage can be significantly reduced by periodically
releasing VTable pointers that are no longer referenced.

5.3 Memory Overhead
VTPin preserves VTable pointers or (whole) virtual objects. Although the memory occu-
pied by pinned objects is periodically reclaimed, it is interesting to explore its volume. For
this, we hook malloc and record the size of the requested memory block, and the pointer
returned, on each invocation. In parallel, we trace all free calls. The pointer that is freed
is associated to the respective malloc invocation, giving us the actual size for each virtual
object detected by VTPin. For each benchmark, we maintain the cumulative allocation
size, increased/decreased by S when an allocation/deallocation of size S takes place. We
then calculate the maximum cumulative allocation size, as observed during the life-cycle
of each benchmark, at the end of a given run. In parallel, we account for any operations
that affect virtual objects, and measure the extra memory required by VTPin when using a
slab-like allocator or the standard glibc allocator.

Table 4 summarizes our findings. For brevity, we focus our browser memory analysis
on Firefox, which maintains many more virtual objects that yield significantly higher
pressure on the memory footprint. Notice that, when the glibc allocator is used, VTPin
exhibits negligible memory overhead across all the benchmarks. When a slab allocator
is used (and VTPin needs to retain entire virtual objects), the memory overhead is, as
expected, more prominent. Nonetheless, the memory overhead is still strictly bound and,
only two benchmarks, Peacekeeper and xalanc force VTPin’s default configuration to
garbage collect dead objects after hitting the 100 MB threshold. Our worst-case memory
overhead with a slab allocator (less than 30%) is comparable to that of existing solutions.
For example, Cling [11] reports a memory overhead of 40% for xalanc. Again, if the
glibc allocator is in place, our worst-case memory overhead drops to less than 20%.

5.4 Performance Overhead
In Table 5, we summarize the results of the runtime overhead imposed by VTPin. Again,
all SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks run to completion and each experiment was repeated 10
times. For Firefox and Chromium, we use standard JavaScript and HTML5 benchmarks,
since they are more accurate for measuring the performance of web browsers. In the
following, we discuss each benchmark category separately.
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Figure 8: Performance overhead of Firefox and Chromium running popular web browser
benchmarks.

Figure 9: Performance overhead of the SPEC CPU 2006 suite. We only consider the SPEC
c++ applications since the overhead for non-c++ applications is barely noticeable.

SPEC CPU2006. All SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks are C++ applications. namd and
soplex do not (heavily) use virtual objects (Table 3), and thus the overhead imposed by
VTPin is practically zero. dealII involves virtual objects, but the exhibited slowdown
is negligible (∼1.8%). Finally, xalanc, an XML-based benchmark, which massively
allocates and deallocates memory incurs a relatively higher overhead (4.9%).
Mozilla Firefox/Chromium. Mozilla Firefox and Chromium, widely used web browsers
for Linux, were both tested with all popular browser benchmarks: i.e.,SunSpider, Kraken,
Peacekeeper, and Octane. Notice that each benchmark reports scores based on different
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metrics. For SunSpider and Kraken, which mainly stress JavaScript operations, VTPin
imposes an overhead of 4.1% and 1.2%, respectively. The rest of the benchmarks incur
less overhead, practically less than 1%. Similar overheads are reported for Chromium, as
well. We also observed our default garbage collection strategy to yield a very low impact
on our benchmarks. Even for Firefox/Peacekeeper, which reported the highest number of
garbage collection sweeps across our benchmarks (i.e.,, 3), we observed a GC-induced
overhead impact of only +1.7%. Our results on Firefox and Chromium suggest that VTPin
can secure real-world software with negligible (less than 5%) overhead.

5.5 Collecting Pinned VTables
VTPin has low memory overhead, as we showed in Section 5.2, but For long-lived processes
the survived VTable pointers that are pinned to the safe object must be collected and
eventually deallocated.

To further investigate our garbage collection performance, we evaluated the time for
VTPin to scan memory and collect pinned pointers. For this purpose, Table 6 lists the time
needed for scanning the heap (which dominates the scanning time) of Mozilla Firefox for
collecting 10K, 100K and 1M pinned pointers. All pinned pointers are stored in one of
two C++ unordered_maps, as provided by STL, and when the heap scan runs one buffer
is freed while the other continues to fill via new free calls. This strategy eliminates the
need to block other threads while the heap is scanned. Our results show that, even for
large heap sizes (of several MBs), such as the one of Mozilla Firefox, the scanning process
can complete in a few seconds (up to 10 seconds for scanning 10M of pinned pointers
on a single thread). In addition, our results confirm that our garbage collection strategy
is heavily parallelizable, with a scan being up to 3 times faster with 4 threads running
on different cores compared to the single thread scenario. Since such scan takes place
infrequently (every 100 MB of pinned pointers by default), the overall performance of
the protected program is not affected in practice. This is also reflected in the performance
overhead results presented for our benchmarks earlier.
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Application all calls unhandled null non virtual
SPEC2006
483.xalanc 126,929,346 1,594 81,211 126,780,565
447.dealII 12,173,483 1,594 857,082 11,313,200
444.namd 2,944 1,594 28 1,322
450.soplex/1 2,816 1,594 6 1,213
450.soplex/2 191,361 1,594 12 189,751
453.povray 2,569,867 1,594 151,060 2,415,154
462.libquantum 2063 178 0 1885
473.astar 1116981 181 0 0
Other
Firefox/Sunspider 2,102,345 1,747 226,331 1,562,756
Firefox/Kraken 1,708,089 1,747 157,846 1,329,169
Chromium/Sunspider 423451 16 24374 399013
Chromium/Kraken 385227 15 31228 353093

Application resolutions virtual virtual (m.i) exceptions
SPEC2006
483.xalanc 65,976 65,898 27.481 (41.7%) 78
447.dealII 1,607 1,596 1263 (71.9%) 11
444.namd 0 0 0 0
450.soplex/1 3 3 0 0
450.soplex/2 4 4 0 0
453.povray 2,059 69 0 1,990
462.libquantum 0 0 0 0
473.astar 0 0 0 0
Other
Firefox/Sunspider 311,334 303,726 8462 (2.78%) 7,613
Firefox/Kraken 219,180 211,507 5939 (2.80%) 7,673
Chromium/Sunspider 2847 54 0 2793
Chromium/Kraken 4326 891 0 3435

Table 3: Distribution of free calls in some of the runs. After running xalanc, VTPin
recorded a total of 126,929,346 calls of free. There were 1,594 calls that were not handled
by VTPin. Furthermore, there were 81,211 calls of free with a null argument and
126,780,565 calls in non virtual objects. Additionally, VTPin performed 65,976 object
resolutions, from which 65,898 were indeed virtual objects. Of those 65,898 virtual objects,
27,481 (41.7%) were virtual objects of classes with multiple inheritance. The remaining 78
cases were objects whose hypothetical VTable was pointing to unmapped memory, hence
there were 78 exceptions recorded.
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Application Total VObjects (%) VTPin (%) VTable
Memory pointers (%)

Firefox
Sunspider 1,103 MB 38,616 KB (3.5) 3,462 KB (0.31) 2,457 KB (0.22)
Octane 1,770 MB 16,740 KB (0.95) 1,549 KB (0.08) 1,061 KB (0.06)
Peacekeeper 4,925 MB 312,982 KB (6.35) 21,632 KB (0.43) 20,137 KB (0.41)
Kraken 3,603 MB 28,674 KB (0.8) 2,559 KB (0.07) 1,807 KB (0.05)
Jetstream 9,149 MB 48,289 KB (0.53) 4,442 KB (0.04) 2,970 KB (0.03)
SPEC
483.xalanc 61,362 MB 163,173 KB (0.27) 68,350 KB (0.11) 527 KB (0.0)
447.dealII 1,059 MB 372 KB (0.04) 272 KB (0.02) 127 KB (0.22)
450.soplex/1 107,401 KB 496 B (0.0) 24 B (0.0) 24 B (0.0)
450.soplex/2 297,804 KB 608 B (0.0) 32 B (0.0) 32 B (0.0)
453.povray 74,647 KB 12 KB (0.02) 552 B (0.0) 552 B (0.0)

Table 4: Memory footprint of virtual objects for Firefox (when running several bench-
marks) and SPEC CPU2006(only benchmarks that contain virtual objects are included).
Total memory refers to the total sum of all allocation sizes during each benchmark. The
VObjects column depicts the amount of memory occupied if no virtual object is released
during the life-cycle of the process, the VTPin column depicts the memory overhead of
VTPin, and the VTable pointers column depicts the amount of memory required to maintain
a single VTable pointer for each deallocated virtual object (which is not always possible).
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Benchmark Vanilla VTPin (overhead)
SPEC
483.xalanc 183.42 192.5 (1.049x)
447.dealII 23.3 23.73 (1.018x)
450.soplex/1 32.06 32.564 (1.015x)
450.soplex/2 4.33 4.39 (1.013x)
462.libquantum 74.66 75.19 (1.007x)
444.namd 43.802 44.859 (1.024x)
453.povray 174.51 175.2 (1.004x)
473.astar 319.3 321.76 (1.007x)
Firefox
SunSpider 400.3ms ± 2.0% 416.7ms ± 3.3% (1.041x)
Kraken 1653.3 ± 1.1% 1674.4 ± 1.2% (1.012x)
Peacekeeper 2843 ± 0.1% 2814 ± 0.06% (1.01x)
Octane 18320 18378 (1.003x)
Chromium
Sunspider 3616ms ±3.1 % 3668ms ± 1.4% (1.014x)
Kraken 12945 ±1.8 % 13137 ± 1.9% (1.015x)
Peacekeeper 166 ±1.4 % 160 ± 0.7% (1.036x)
Octane 3636 3670 (1.0094x)

Table 5: Performance overhead of SPEC 2006, Firefox and Chromium running popular web
browser benchmarks. For SunSpider and Kraken, which mainly stress JavaScript operations,
VTPin imposes an overhead of 4.1% and 0.55%, respectively on Firefox. The overhead
imposed to benchmarks that do not heavily use virtual objects is practically zero. On the
other hand, xalanc, an XML-based benchmark, which massively allocates and deallocates
memory has an overhead between 16% and 21% (on the latter case the overhead is due
to the fact that the benchmark runs for a short time, which is mainly spent in allocating
and deallocating memory). The overhead imposed is quite less compared to reported
overheads of similar solutions running the particular benchmark (DANGNULL [34] reports
an overhead of 105.3% and SafeDispatch [33] an overhead between 49.4% and 91.7%
depending on the configuration.
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Heap size Objects GC (1 thread) GC (4 threads)
64,675KB 10K 1.30sec 0.60sec
64,675KB 100K 1.41sec 0.71sec
64,675KB 1M 1.73sec 0.87sec

128,675KB 10K 1.59sec 0.68sec
128,675KB 100K 2.59sec 0.77sec
128,705KB 1M 2.77sec 1.76sec
512,675KB 10K 6.17sec 2.85sec
512,675KB 100K 9.67sec 2.94sec
512,675KB 1M 10.87sec 5.64sec

Table 6: Time needed for scanning the heap of representative applications for collecting
10K, 100K, and 1M of pinned pointers, respectively. Since this is easily parallelizable,
duration was also measured when running garbage collection on 4 CPU cores.
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6 Related Work
Many techniques have been proposed for defending against various types of exploitation.
Control-flow Integrity (CFI) [10] is a generic concept for ensuring that an attacker cannot
tamper-with the control flow of a running process. In the case of VTable hijacking, CFI
can protect the vulnerable program, as VTable pointers are constrained and thus unable
to point-to any foreign VTable introduced at runtime [53]. Alas, CFI requires perfect
knowledge of the Control-flow Graph (CFG), and, in practice, can be only realized as an
approximation. Specifically, all coarse-grained forms of CFI [58, 59] suffer from inherent
limitations and it has been shown that they can be bypassed [27].

Since VTables are a primary asset for attackers, the research community has focused on
applying narrow-scoped CFI just for protecting VTables [13, 19, 26, 33, 53]. All techniques
that work with binaries [13, 19, 26] have been demonstrated imperfect, since recovering
correctly all the semantics related to the C++ class hierarchy (without access to source
code) is still an open problem [47]. For techniques that work at the source level [33, 53] it
is still questionable if they are indeed bullet-proof. Compared to all CFI-based solutions
for protecting VTables, VTPin can work directly with binaries, without suffering from
problems related to the C++ class hierarchy [47], and can offer a sound solution: VTable
pointers are never freed and thus hijacking them with a use-after-free vulnerability is not
possible.

VTPin protects VTables only from use-after-free vulnerabilities. This particular type
of vulnerability has been addressed by many studies [16, 34, 57]. However, in contrast
to VTPin, for all these proposals access to source code is required. Another option is to
provide a custom memory allocator that carefully re-uses memory [11, 14, 39], but this
option needs the program allocator to be replaced. On the other hand, VTPin aims at being
as transparent as possible, and for that reason it is not offered as an allocator replacement.
In fact, VTPin can be freely used in cooperation with any custom allocator, even in
combination with allocators that protect against use-after-free bugs, as it handles specially
only deallocations associated with virtual objects. For example, Cling [11] protects against
use-after-free exploitation, but it is possible for an object of the same type to be allocated at
a memory area previously occupied. This particular instance of use-after-free vulnerability
can be prevented by VTPin at a low cost, without disabling Cling.

Finally, there are memory analyzers [29, 40, 49], which offer managed memory al-
location, but their imposed overhead is dramatically high, making them suitable only
for debugging. In contrast, VTPin experiences low overheads: 1%–4.1% when running
popular web browser benchmarks, and 0.4%–4.9% when running the SPEC CPU2006
suite.
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7 Conclusion
In this thesis we proposed VTPin, a system for protecting C++ binaries from VTable
hijacking. Compared to existing protection mechanisms, VTPin exhibits certain charac-
teristics that make it suitable for practical and instant deployment in production software.
First, VTPin protects binaries directly without requiring access to the source code or
relying on complex binary analysis and rewriting techniques. Second, VTPin is not an
allocator replacement, and as such, it does not interfere with the allocators strategies and
policies; VTPin intervenes in the deallocation process only when a virtual object is to be
freed, so as to preserve the VTable pointer(s). Third, VTPin is fast. Mozilla Firefox over
VTPin experiences an overhead ranging from 1% to 4.1% on popular browser benchmarks,
and from 0.4% to 4.9% on the SPEC CPU2006 suite. VTPin is ideal for deployment in
environments where other sort of protections, utilizing source code or rewriting the binary,
cannot be easily applied.
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